PRODUCT BROCHURE

LUSSO GROUP

WELLCOME TO
LUSSO
At LUSSO, we take great pride in being the exclusive
distributors of Bella Series Porcelain Panels, Natural Stone
and Stone Ambassador – Engineered Stone. As a Western
Australian owned and operated company and one of the
largest stone suppliers in Perth, we are committed to
providing our clients with the highest in quality whether it’s
the stone we provide or the service we offer.
Lusso acquires some of the world’s best and most exotic
stone and exclusive variety of designs to add a touch
of elegance to any kitchen, bathroom or alfresco. These
classic materials will never go out of style and at LUSSO
you will find the sleek and stylish aesthetic to any project.

INTRODUCING
NATURAL SERIES
Lusso has access to some of the world’s best examples of popular stone such as limestone, onyx,marble,
granite, quatzites and travertine. Natural stone is a natural international product that adds a touch of
elegance to any building, both inside and out.
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INTRODUCING THE NATURAL SERIES
THE MOST LUXURIOUS STONE IN AUSTRALIA
LUSSO has access to some of the world’s best and
most exotic stone such as Marble, Granite, Onyx,
Limestone, Quartzite & Travertine. Natural stone
can add a touch of elegance and style to any
kitchen, bathroom or alfresco area.
Natural stone has been used in homes since
ancient times to create exclusive and opulent
statements, today it is highly sought after for

MARBLE

achieving a luxurious and timeless effect. The true
beauty of natural stone is in its unique colour,
toning and textural variation. Each individual slab
is distinctive in its appearance, characteristics and

Marble is a non-foliated metamorphic

natural movement.

rock composed of recrystallized carbonate
minerals, most commonly calcite or
dolomite. Geologists use the term “marble”
to refer to metamorphosed limestone;
however, stonemasons use the term more
broadly to encompass unmetamorphosed
limestone. Marble is commonly used for
sculpture and as a building material.
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NATURAL SERIES
ADVANTAGES
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Natural stone types have their own story
to tell with their movement, variations and
that they were created millions of years ago.
Depending on the type of material, natural
stone is resistant to heat, stains and is not

AESTHETICS

LONGEVITY

STRENGTH

DURABILITY

VALUE

Natural Stone comes in an impressive variety

Stone conveys a sense of luxury as it's

Stone is very long lasting (and will essentially

Natural stone is a formidable material that

Granite is generally considered the strongest

Natural stone is a smart investment to

of types, colours, surface textures and

known for its beauty and elegance. Unique

last forever if properly looked after), water

can withstand harsh weather conditions

and most durable commercial stone type.

increase property value. It adds economic

patterns, making each instalment unique. It

with no two pieces alike, it’s all thanks to

resistant once sealed and able to withstand

including humidity, heat, frost/cold, wind,

Most of the minerals within granite are hard,

value to any home, a significant advantage

matches perfectly with surrounding materials

conditions influencing natural veining, colours

high temperatures due to its heat resistance

water, and UV.

giving the stone a high abrasion resistance.

when it comes time to sell.

such as timber, stainless steel and glass.

and imperfections in the stone.

properties.

susceptible to scratches or abrasions.

Natural Stone can be used for virtually
any project, whether it be residential or
commercial, and it is extremely durable that
can last for decades with little maintenance.
LUSSO Natural series is one of the most
popular materials for kitchen benchtops.
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COMMONLY USED
KITCHEN

The kitchen can be one of the most important and well utilised

LUSSO Natural Series has slabs for all main aspect of the kitchen

spaces in the home. Stone benchtops are often times the focal

such as benchtops, splashbacks and even wall and floors, adding

point of any kitchen for its functionality and interior design. Natural

superior aesthetic, value and practicality to any dream kitchen.

stone is water, heat, stain, and scratch resistant making it one of
the most versatile materials installed in culinary areas.
Natural stone can be porous therefore a sealant is applied before
or after installation, to make sure moisture isn’t absorbed, making it
a perfect surface for preparation and handling of food as natural
stone is easy to clean once the sealer has been applied.
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LUSSO GROUP
MOST POPULAR COLOURS

GRANITE
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LIMESTONE

MARBLE

ONYX
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LUSSO GROUP
MOST POPULAR COLOURS

QUARTZITE
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TRAVERTINE
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LUSSO GROUP
COLOURS
GRANITE

20MM

Agata Polished

LIMESTONE 20MM

Atlantic Stone
Honed

Azul Aran
Polished

Colonial White
Polished

Pewter Polished

Stargate Black
Polished

Dark Silver
Honed

Grey Fog
Honed

Light Silver
Honed

Jura Gray Honed

Portland Grey
Honed

TRAVENTINE 20MM

Via Lattea
Polished
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Via Lattea
Flamed &
Brushed

White Nevada
Satin

Zimbabve Black
Polished

Walnut Honed

Light Honed
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LUSSO GROUP
COLOURS

MARBLE 20MM
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Arabescato Vagli
Polished

Arabescato Vagli
Honed

Bardiglio
Novulato
Polished

Bianco Carrara
Honed

Calcatta Honed

Calcatta Polished

Calcatta Dorato
Honed

Calcatta Light
Vein Honed

Calcatta Light
Vein Polished

Calcatta Velvet
Polished

Eramosa Cross
Cut / Polished

Eramosa Cross
Vein / Polished

Nero Marquina
Polished

New York Honed

New York
Polished

Pietra Grigio
Honed

Pietra Grigio
Honed

Pietra Grigio
Polished

Pietra Imperiale
Polished

Statuario Extra
Honed

Statuario S
Honed

Statuario S
Polished

Striato Olimpico
Polished

Super White
Honed
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LUSSO GROUP
COLOURS

QUARTZITE

20

20MM

Brown Silk
Polished

Brown Silk Satin

White
Macaubaus
Vein Cut

White
Macaubaus
Cross Cut

ONYX 20MM

Infinity Polished

Infinity Satin

Montblanc
Honed

Roma Imperial
Polished

Onix Arco Iris
Polished

Alabastro
Egiziano Polished

Onyx Pink
Polished

Onyx Verde
Pakistano
Polished

Crystal
Polished

Onyx Bianco
Polished

Onyx Bianco
Extra Polished

Onyx Miele
Polished
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DIRECTORS
GUARANTEE
Lusso Group are a proud, family owned business
that have been in the industry for over twenty
years meaning extensive experience and knowledge
has been passed on and shared by the directors
and staff to provide our clients with the detailed
information to make sure the right decision is made
with the selection of our materials for their project.
We stand proudly behind our products and our
brand. Our range includes some of the finest stone
and porcelain in the world but most importantly,
our customer service is the number one priority.
We unsure that we do our best to not only support
our direct customer and clients but offer care and
attention for the customers of our B2B clients.

As a Director of Lusso Group, I invite you to view
and experience our extensive range price friendly
products for your project to the most exotic
colours of international natural stone at our Malaga
warehouse gallery.

Mark Casella
Director

First impressions matter so it’s of high importance
to Lusso Group to offer best materials and
products but also a wide variety of colours to
choose from. Our range is superior and yet we are
always trying to improve and be innovative within
our industry. Our gallery style warehouse allows
our clients to view all slabs as they are to capture
the emotion and aesthetic of the colour, style and
design allowing you to be 100% satisfied with your
selection.
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CARE INSTRUCTIONS
ADVICE FOR USE

With proper care, natural stone surfaces will stay
looking new year after year. LUSSO Group use
only quality materials but is unable to warrant the
materials against natural cracking or staining through
negligence, abuse or through natural movement
of the material itself. Note that pitting, hair line

STUBBORN STAINS

SPECIAL CARE

MARBLE COUNTER TOPS

It is recommended to clean up spills

Acidic products, strong detergents, corrosive

A degree of care and ongoing maintenance

immediately. Sealer must be applied

liquids or scouring powders can react on

is necessary with marble counter tops. Avoid

by the fabricator to protect the stone

the surface of the natural stone, leaving

any corrosive/acidic agents and generic

Acidic substances like wine, coffee, fruit

residues which may dull the surface and

cleaning products such as bleach, glass

juices, tomato sauce and sodas will not

destroy the sealant.

cleaners or degreasers.

A good way of testing to see if your surface

Don’t use vinegar, ammonia, lemon or

requires sealing is to pour a drop of water

orange as cleaners. Do not use bathroom,

on the surface of your stone, if it beads on

tub & tie or grout cleaners. The powders and

the surface – your sealer is still intact. If it

even the “soft” creams contain abrasives

seeps into the stone, re-sealing is required.

that will scratch and dull surfaces. Note that

cracks and rusting are not defects but are natural
formations in stone.
Periodic wiping with clean water and a soft cloth or
sponge is generally sufficient for routine cleaning.
A spray cleaner designed for natural stone is
recommended for a more thorough clean. Always
ensure to use coasters under all glasses, bottles and
cans. Granite and quartzite are less likely to etch

etch granite like marble, but they could
potentially stain the surface.

and using coasters on dense and/or properly sealed
granite and quartzite is not an absolute necessity like
with marble, but using coasters is best practice to
protect all surfaces.

Cooking oils may also leave a stain if not
wiped up. Dish soap won’t hurt your stone
however repeated or excessive use of soap
will cause build up and potentially dull your

Use trivets and hot pads under pots, pans and

surface’s shine.

excessive weight could result the natural
stone to cracking.

dinnerware. Do not use knives on your natural stone.
Cutting on stone will dull and damage your knives’
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edges quickly.
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CONTACT
LUSSO SERIES
LOCATION
1 Finance Place, Corner Weir Road
Malaga, WA 6090
(parking at rear)
CONTACT
08 6461 1040 / info@lussogroup.com.au
OPENING HOURS
Monday to Thursday: 8:00 am – 5:00 pm
Friday: 8:00am to 3:00pm
Saturday: 8:00am to 12:00pm
Closed Public Holidays

